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Golden triangle tour is the hottest package of Heritage India which contains the historical cities for
instance Delhi, Agra and Jaipur as its affixing cities, in that way showing a complete picture of the
heritage land in a very short time episode that can draw out from just a couple of days to about
seven days of a week.

The first visited city of golden triangle tour packages â€“ Delhi is the opinionated wealth of the country
and has gone forward from being the capital of the Pandava Princes to an entirely new incarnation.
Delhi is one of those atypical places in the globe that reflects the multi colours and flavors of the
country vast culture and attraction. There are numerous fascinating itineraries visited in India for
instance the Qutub Minar, Red Fort and Humayunâ€™s tomb (These are UNESCO World Heritage
Sites), India Gate, Jama Masjid, Chandni Chowk, Jantar-Mantar, Lakshmi Narayan Temple,
Akshardham Temple, Bahai Temple and so on.

The nomenclature of golden triangle tour in India also endows tourists a trip to another very good-
looking city Agra, India. Agra is known as love city and it is medieval city located on the banks of the
sacred Yamuna River. Having been the capital of the Mughal rulers, Agra has gained the fame in
the tourism industry as the most sought-after and imperative tourist holiday point. It is surrounded
with fascinating buildings belonging to the Mughal period, most prominent being UNESCO World
Heritage Sites including Taj Mahal, Agra Fort, and Fatehpur Sikri. The most magnificent part of
these tourist destinations is that they have not only been listed as important by the country but also
by the UNESCO world heritage site has certified Agraâ€™s three monuments. The Taj Mahal is the
most highlighted monument of India tour, being one of the Seven Wonders of the World.

Fondly known as the Pink City of India, Jaipur is the third anchor city of golden triangle tour
packages. Jaipur is the capital of desert-soaked as well as colourful state Rajasthan. Since, it has
the honor of being the first intended city of India. Jaipur is praiseworthy of high regard for its
brilliantly laid-out gardens, magnificent forts and palatial palaces, and even heritage hotels. Some of
the most enchanting attractions of Jaipur are like the Amber Fort, City Palace, Jantar Mantar, Hawa
Mahal, Jaigarh Fort, Nahargarh Fort and the list goes on. Jaipur is the gateway to Rajasthan tour
packages since it has international airport.
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